
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

  
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA : CRIMINAL NO.  11-138 (JEB)

:
v. :

:
IVAN NITSCHKE, :

Defendant. :

  
GOVERNMENT’S NOTICE OF ADDITIONAL AUTHORITIES 

IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO DISMISS COUNT ONE OF THE INDICTMENT

The United States, by and through its attorney, the United States Attorney for the District of

Columbia, respectfully submits this notice of additional authorities in support of its opposition to the

defendant’s motion to dismiss Count One of the Indictment.  In support of its notice of additional

authorities, the United States relies on the following points and authorities, and such other points and

authorities as may be cited at a hearing on this matter.

BACKGROUND

1.  The defendant, Ivan Nitschke, was arrested on March 24, 2011, and charged with knowingly

attempting to persuade, induce, entice or coerce a person under eighteen years of age to engage in

sexual activity by using a facility of interstate commerce, a computer, in violation of 18 U.S.C.

§ 2422(b).  The defendant’s arrest was based on conversations he had with on an internet chatroom with

undercover Metropolitan Police Detective Timothy Palchak.  Following a consolidated preliminary and

detention hearing on April 19, 2011, before the Honorable Deborah A. Robinson, the defendant was

held without bond pending trial.  

2.  On May 4, 2011, a federal grand jury returned a two-count indictment against the defendant,

charging him with: (1) Attempted Coercion and Enticement of a Minor, in violation of 18 U.S.C.
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§ 2422(b); and (2) Travel with Intent to Engage in Illicit Sexual Conduct, in violation of 18 U.S.C.

§ 2423(b).  The indictment also includes a criminal forfeiture allegation, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2428,

for the forfeiture of the defendant’s Blackberry cellular telephone and BMW automobile as

instrumentalities which he used to commit the indicted offenses.

3.  On May 24, 2011, the defendant, pursuant to Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 12(b)(2), 

filed a motion to dismiss Count One of the Indictment (ECF No. 6).1  

4.  On June 6, 2011, the United States filed an opposition to the defendant’s motion (ECF No.

11), and a response to the Federal Public Defender’s brief, as amicus curiae, in support of the

defendant’s motion (ECF No. 12).  In its opposition, the United States asserted that because the

defendant’s motion raised mixed questions of law and fact, that this Court should dismiss the

defendant’s motion, without prejudice, until following the conclusion of the government’s case-in-

chief, or defer ruling on the motion, pursuant to Fed. R. Crim. P. 12 (d), until that time (ECF No. 11,

at 2-7).

5.  On June 10, 2011, the defendant filed a reply in further support of his motion (ECF No. 14)

and the Federal Public Defender filed a reply to the government’s response (ECF No. 15).

6.  On June 27, 2011, in United States v. Michael Jimenez, 11-CR-185 (EGS), the Federal

Public Defender filed a motion to dismiss the 18 U.S.C. § 2422(b) indictment.  (United States v.

Michael Jimenez, 11-CR-185, ECF No. 8.)  The arguments raised in that motion are very similar to the

ones the defendant has raised in this case.  On July 1, 2011, the government filed an opposition to the

     1/ On May 24, 2011, the defendant also filed a motion to appoint the Federal Public Defender
for the District of Columbia as amicus curiae (ECF No. 7).  This Court granted the defendant’s
motion, and the Federal Public Defender’s brief in support of the defendant’s motion was filed
on May 27, 2011 (ECF No. 9). 
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defendant’s motion, raising points very similar to the ones raised in the opposition in this case.  (United

States v. Michael Jimenez, 11-CR-185, ECF No. 9.) 

7.  The government is filing this notice to provide this Court with additional authorities which

were raised in the parties’ briefing in Jimenez, but were not directly presented to this Court in this case,

in the event these same issues arise during this Court’s consideration of the defendant’s motion.

ARGUMENT

First, whether the defendant knowingly attempted to persuade, induce, entice or coerce a person

he believed to be under 18 years of age, specifically a 12-year-old boy, to engage in sexual activity, and

that the defendant intended to do so, is an issue of fact for the trier of fact.  Accordingly, the defendant

must concede such intent for purposes of this motion, or the issue becomes a disputed one incapable

of resolution by this Court prior to trial.  See, e.g., United States v. Rothenberg, 610 F.3d 621, 627 (11th

Cir. 2010) (finding that persuading, inducing, or enticing engagement in unlawful sexual activity

“necessarily contemplates oral or written communications as the principal if not the exclusive means

of committing the offense; and ultimately, an individual evaluation by the fact finder of the defendant’s

intent as disclosed by his words or speech”); United States v. Lee, 603 F.3d 904, 914-16 (11th Cir.

2010) (noting intent is issue for jury).

Second, to the extent that the defendant is arguing that § 2422(b) requires that the adult

intermediary (Detective Palchak as the undercover) purport to be a parent or adult guardian of the

fictitious minor.  Neither the statute nor the caselaw imposes such a threshold of access and not

surprisingly, the defendant cannot cite a single authority for his novel proposition.  As the case law

indicates, the attempted enticement is premised on a defendant’s communications and persuasion of

an adult with access to a minor, and reliance of that adult’s “influence and control” over the minor,
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which courts have found to be clearly within § 2422(b).  See, e.g., United States v. Nestor, 574 F.3d

159, 162 (3d Cir. 2009) (“[I]t would be wholly inconsistent with the purpose and policy of the statute

to allow sexual predators to use adult intermediaries to shield themselves from prosecution.”).  Several

courts have in fact upheld § 2422(b) convictions where the adult intermediary was not a parent,

guardian, or even relative of the fictitious minor.  See, e.g., United States v. Muentes, 316 F. App’x

921, 924-25 (11th Cir. Mar. 2, 2009) (“Here, although Muentes negotiated with a purported pimp rather

than a purported father, this distinction does not change the outcome.  By negotiating with a purported

pimp, an adult who presumably exercised influence over prospective minor prostitutes, Muentes

attempted to stimulate or cause a minor to engage in sex with him.”); United States v. Strevell, 185 F.

App’x 841, 842, 845 (11th Cir. June 20, 2006) (upholding § 2422(b) conviction in which undercover

travel agency served as intermediary in arranging trip to Costa Rica for individuals interested in

engaging in sexual activity with minors); United States v. Brooks, 60 M.J. 495, 496-98 (C.A.A.F. 2005)

(upholding § 2422(b) conviction in which adult intermediary proposed arranging sexual activity with

8-year-old neighbor).  

Notably, U.S. v. Troy Lewis, 07-CR-119 (GK), involved a nearly identical factual scenario to

the one in this case.  Specifically, Detective Palchak posed online as an adult intermediary with access

to a purported 10-year old daughter of a drug addict (Troy Lewis chat transcript, attached hereto as

Exhibit A, at 4, 6, 28).  The D.C. Circuit found the evidence sufficient in upholding that § 2422(b)

conviction, noting “A jury could reasonably conclude Lewis left his home in Maryland and came into

the District of Columbia to put his plan into action.  These acts provided a sufficient basis for the jury

to find, beyond a reasonable doubt, that the defendant had the requisite intent, used a facility of

interstate commerce.”  Lewis, 318 F. App’x at 2.  If the D.C. Circuit found the evidence sufficient to
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uphold the § 2422(b) conviction in that case, then certainly evidence under the same factual scenario

is sufficient to support the § 2422(b) offense charged in the indictment in this case.  In short, any

attempt to limit adult intermediary cases to ones involving a purported parent or guardian has no merit

and should be rejected.

Finally, to the extent that the defendant is relying on the argument that he has no criminal

liability because Detective Palchak and the fictitious minor had pre-existing plans to meet for sexual

activity, those plans did not include the defendant.  See, e.g., Muentes, 316 F. App’x at 924-25

(“Finally, Muentes’ argument that he cannot have induced a minor to engage in unlawful sexual activity

when the minor was already engaged in prostitution is also unavailing as there is no indication

§ 2422(b) was intended to deter the victimization of children selectively.”).  
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CONCLUSION

WHEREFORE, for the foregoing reasons and those stated in its opposition and supplemental

pleadings,  the United States respectfully requests that this Court deny the defendant’s motion to

dismiss Count One of the Indictment.

Respectfully submitted,

RONALD C. MACHEN JR.
United States Attorney
Bar No. 447889

     By: _______/s/__________________
DAVID B. KENT
Assistant United States Attorney
D.C. Bar 482850
U.S. Attorney’s Office
555 4th Street, N.W., Room 10-848
Washington, D.C. 20530
202-252-7763
202-305-0652 (fax)
David.Kent@usdoj.gov
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